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Air Algérie does not refuse to transport
tr
travelers due to a disability.
However, the acceptance of transport
tr
for disabled people or people with reduced mobility
or any other person requiring
ng special
s
assistance may be subject to special
ial conditions.
co
obility are classified according to the consequ
sequence of disability
Passengers with reduced mobi
leading to a specific level off assistance:
ass
− Passenger who can ascend
asc
and descend stairs and move from/t
m/to his seat in the
aircraft cabin but who require a wheelchair for distance to/from
to/f
the aircraft
(WCHR/Ramp);
− Passenger who cannot
not ascend and descend stairs, but able to
o make
m
his own way
to/from cabin seat. He needs
n
a wheelchair to move to/from the airplane
airp
and must be
carried up/down thee stairs
sta (WCHS/Steps);
− Passengers who are immobile,
imm
require a wheelchair to/from the aircraft,
airc
and must be
carried up/down thee stairs
sta and to/from their cabin seat (WCHC/ Cabin)
Cab
-

Passengers who are blind
blin or have low vision (BLND);

-

Disabled passenger with intellectual or developmental disability (DPNA);
(DP

-

Passengers who are deaf
dea or hearing impaired (DEAF)
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At the time of booking
It is important that you notify
tify us of your need for assistance at the timee of
o booking and no
later than 48 hours before your
you departure, so that we can provide you with
wit the appropriate
assistance and keep the manag
anaging entity of the trip informed as soon ass possible.
po
'Airport of
your need for assistance at the airport. Our Air Algeria sales points and the call center are at
your disposal for this purpose.
se.
You can address your special
cial requests to the AIR ALGERIE call center
ter via the following
contacts:
Email : assistance.speciale@aira
airalgerie.dz
Phone : Algérie +213 21 98 63 63
6
France +33 1 76 54 40 00
Suisse +41 21 530 94 83
Booking your ticket online does not allow you to report your health and
d / or
o disability and to
book the assistance you need.
nee Certain requests for assistance (travel
avel with a personal
wheelchair, with a service dog, etc.) require that you provide us with addi
dditional information.
We recommend that you conta
ontact our call center or our Air Algérie saless points
poi
in Algeria and
abroad no later than 48 hours
urs before
b
the departure date of your flight.
It is also recommended to inform
info Air Algérie at the time of your reservatio
vation of the mobility
equipment (ex: wheelchair),
), which
w
you must take with you and to specify
ecify the type of your
wheelchair, its dimensions,, its weight, as well as the possibility or not
ot to fold it. This will
allow us to plan its transport
rt in the best conditions.
Some requests may be refused
refu
given the characteristics of certain
ain batteries of the
wheelchair (dangerous goods,
ods, etc.) which do not allow it to be transpo
nsported in complete
safety. For more details,, please
pl
consult our website www.airalgeri
lgerie.dz, sub-section
“prohibited items”.

Maximum number of Perso
ersons with Reduced Mobility per plane
ane
Air Algérie may refuse transpor
sport to people with reduced mobility for reason
asons related to
safety requirements.
We assure you that in casee of refusal of reservation for the above reaso
easons, and within
reason, we will offer you an alternative
alte
solution at your convenience.
The maximum number off PMR
PM on board should not exceed the number
num
of people
available and able to help them
hem during an emergency evacuation.
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However, for safety reasons,
s, the
th number of certain categories of PRM (WCHC)
(W
on board
our planes is limited in relatio
lation to the configuration of each of our planes
plan (emergency
exit, level, position of the mobi
obile armrest) .

Seat allocation
A large number of seats on
n our
ou planes are arranged for accessibility. The location of these
seats varies depending on the type
t
of fleet and layout and, in general, they are usually most
of the seats next to the aisle
le and
an they have a mechanism for lifting the armrests
arm
to facilitate
the passenger's mobility.
However, access to certain seats
sea may be refused to persons with reduced
ced mobility in order
to comply with applicable aviat
viation safety requirements.
Access restrictions apply to seats
sea near emergency exits and certain seats
ts with
w fixed armrests
for WCHC-type passengers.

Any passenger with reduced
d mobility
m
who needs assistance shall not bee allocated
al
or occupy
seats where his or her presence
ence could:

-

Prevent the crew from
om complying
c
with their duties;

-

Obstruct access to emer
mergency equipment;

-

Prevent the evacuation
tion of the plane in the event of an emergency

We assure you, that we make
ake every possible effort, within reasonable
ble limits,
l
to allocate
places in a way that meets the needs of people with reduced mobility,, at their request and
subject to safety and availabilit
bility requirements.
If the person with reduced mobility
mob
is traveling with a companion, we will
ill make
m
every effort,
within reasonable limits, to allocate
a
the latter a seat next to the person
pers
with reduced
mobility.
Canes and crutches should be placed in a location so that they do nott block
blo walkways and
exits.
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Grouping PMR in the cabin
abin
Passengers with reduced mobil
obility shall be located uniformly throughoutt the plane.

Assistance dogs
When making your reservation
tion, please let us know if you need to travell with
wit a service dog. In
this case, you should comply
ly with
w the health requirements of the country
ntry of departure and
destination as well as the ident
entification of the latter (plate).
The transport of an assistance
nce dog is free, in the cabin. Please also notee that
tha some countries
have special obligations regard
garding the admission of animals. We recomme
mmend that you read
the regulations before traveling
eling.
These animals must travell at the feet of their master and be properl
perly harnessed and
muzzled.
Passengers with an animall in the
t cabin must not be placed in seats locat
ocated in front of the
emergency exits.

Travel with an accompany
anying person
Air Algérie may refuse transp
nsport to people with reduced mobility for
or reasons
re
related to
safety requirements.
The number of WCHC typee passengers
pa
may be limited compared to the configuration of
some of our aircrafts, which do not allow the transport of this type of passe
senger.
In the event that that a reserva
ervation is refused for the above reasons, and
nd within
w
reason, we
will offer you an alternative solution
sol
at your convenience.
In some cases, the presencee of an attendant is mandatory in order to comp
omply with applicable
safety measures, in other cases
case the presence of an attendant is recomme
mended for reasons
related to your own comfort.
For safety reasons, an attenda
ndant is required by Air Algérie, for its rolee of assistance in the
event of an emergency, and
nd especially
e
in the event of an evacuation
on of
o the plane. It is
therefore mandatory in the following
foll
cases:
- person suffering from
om a severe intellectual disability which does
oes not allow him to
understand and apply
ly the
th security measures,
- person who is both
th blind and deaf, therefore unable to have
ha
the slightest
communication with
h the crew,
- person suffering from
om a motor handicap which does not allow
w him
h to participate
physically in his own evacuation,
eva
case of quadriplegic persons,
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At the departure and arriv
rrival airport
Airport in EU countries are
re responsible for assisting people with reduced
red
mobility at
stopovers, in accordance with
ith European
E
Regulation EC 1107/2006.
We ask you to arrive at thee airport
air
at least 3 hours before the departure
re time
t
of your flight
in order to organize your assista
ssistance as well as possible.
If you have communicated your
you needs in advance (no later than 48 hours
ours before the flight
departure time), the airport
rt staff
st will have received the information regarding
rega
the desired
assistance and will ensure that
hat it is provided correctly.
For any assistance request that is unconfirmed or made less than 48 hours
urs before departure,
passenger transport, including
ing the provision of assistance, on the booked
ked flight may not be
guaranteed.
Arrival and departure assistanc
stance services are provided by the airport.. The services offered
vary considerably depending
ing on
o the airport. It is important to be awar
ware of the services
provided to ensure that your
ur needs
ne
will be met. Please check the airport's
rt's website
w
for up-todate information.
Assistance may include help
p with:
wit
-

travel from a dedicated
ted meeting point in the departure airport;

-

go through customs and security checks and access the boardingg gate;
gat

-

board the plane and sit in your seat;

-

stow your hand baggage
gage (s);

-

get off the plane after
er landing;
la

-

collect your luggage and mobility equipment;

-

take you to a meeting
ng point
p
at the arrival airport.

Outside the European Union
ion where EC regulation 1107-2006 does not apply to ground
handling, Air Algérie will provid
ovide you with clean and appropriate means to meet
m
your needs.
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On board
Our staff are informed of your
our presence on board and know how to identi
entify your assistance
needs. He will give you allll the
th help you need to make your flight as comfortable and
enjoyable as possible.
appy to assist you if you need help with:
Our on-board staff will be happ
- The storage of your hand
han luggage during boarding
- Your movements betwe
tween your seat and the toilets

Baggages and transport
rt of mobility equipment
In addition to the baggagee allowance,
all
we will carry, at no additionall co
cost, two pieces of
mobility equipment per disabled
dis
person or person withreduced
ed mobility(personal
wheelchair, crutches, cane,, walker
wa
or any other prosthetic device thatt can help the person
move around better as well
ell as medical equipment under subject to the existence of
sufficient space on board the
he aircraft,
a
and without prejudice to the applica
plication of legislation
relating to hazardous materials
rials.

Legal guidelines
Disabled passengers and passe
assengers with reduced mobility are taken care of in accordance
with Regulation (EC) 1107/200
/2006 of 5 July 2006 on the rights of disabled
bled passengers and
passengers with reduced mobil
obility.
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